
Introducing HOIS – advancing inspection 
and integrity good practice
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Kevin Collitor – Advanced Integrity Specialist, TAQA Global

Benefits of HOIS membership recognised:

• Effective platform for shared learning and collaboration between industry 
professionals. 

• Access to and ownership of globally recognised good practice 
documents. 

• Access to working group across a wide range of projects.

• Opportunity to propose and champion projects beneficial to your 
organisation and the wider industry.

• Solving industry challenges through projects with the goal of contributing 
towards safe operation of assets.

Introduction from HOIS Chairman
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Billy Mackay – Inspection Leader with Total E&P UK Ltd in Aberdeen

• I have had a long association with the HOIS joint industry project (JIP) with Total and via previous 

employment with another Cat 1 member company, extending to 25 plus years now. 

• HOIS is a JIP that has a demonstrable track record of delivering for its membership, and industry in 

general. The longevity of HOIS is built upon the quality of its deliverables and its ability to continue to 

meet the evolving needs of its membership. 

• The recent collaboration with the Oil and Gas Technology Centre on a number of key projects has 

demonstrated the capability to adapt to alternative project funding models and accelerated project 

delivery timelines, to the benefit of the JIP membership.

• Total E&P UK see considerable value in our HOIS Membership, in particular recent projects such as 

the RP and Guidance document on Non Intrusive Inspection and Guidance for Trunnion Pipe Support 

Management and Inspection have delivered tangible benefits to our operations.
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A JIP on good practice for in-service NDT/NDE 
in the energy industry managed by ESR 
Technology.  

Annual budget ~ US$1million

HOIS – Who are we?

Operators
Inspection service, equipment vendors and notified/appointed 

bodies

Chrysaor Aker Solutions HSE

CNOOC Applus RTD Inspectahire

DOW Baugh & Weedon Lloyd’s Register

Equinor Bilfinger Mistras Group

Gassco Bureau Veritas Oceaneering International

Petrobras CAN Olympus NDT

Repsol Sinopec Cybernetix Rosen Swiss AG

Saudi Aramco DNV SGS

Shell Doosan Babcock Sonomatic

Spirit Energy Eddyfi Stork Technical Services

TAQA (Chair) FujiFilm TRAC Oil and Gas

Total (Deputy Chair) GE Inspection Technologies The OGTC

Woodside Energy GUL
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HOIS - What do we do?

HOIS mission:  independent guidance for asset integrity management to the energy industry on 
the capabilities and effectiveness of different non-destructive testing (NDT) methods.  

Developing good practice documents for specific inspection applications.

Rigorously controlled blind trials: Independent assessment of the performance of current and 
developing inspection techniques.

Industry forum for latest developments: what’s new and what works.
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Areas of expertise in ESR Technology

Non Destructive 

Testing Good 

Practice

Safety & Risk 

Management

Integrity and 

Inspection 

Analytics

Industrial Tribology 

and Materials 

Engineering

Space and Vacuum 

Tribology
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HOIS Team at ESR Technology

Dr Steve Burch

• HOIS Programme Manager

• Digital ultrasonics

• Principal UK expert on ISO 
radiography standards 
committee

Dr Trish Conder

• Data analysis

• Inspection statistics

• Asset integrity

Dr Mark Jones

• Failure Analysis

• Metallurgy

• Wear and corrosion

Dr Susan Osbeck

• NII

• Data analysis

• Physics

Dr Helen Peramatzis

• Deputy HOIS Programme 
Manager

• NDT inspection trials

• Inspector validation

Dr Mark Stone

• Data Analysis

• Fitness for Service

• NII

Dr Martin Wall

• NDE reliability

• Failure mechanisms

• Composites, advanced 
materials

• NDE 4.0, digitalisation

Mr Neil Collett

• Senior Technician

• Test facility manager

• Digital ultrasonic NDT

Ms Julia Nojek

• Junior Technician

Breadth of knowledge in 

the team.

Wealth of experience 

>150 years combined!
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• Significant financial gearing.  Additional matched funding from the OGTC.

• Members can propose and support projects which address their own 
inspection challenges.

• Inspection service providers can demonstrate their capabilities to 
operators by showcasing their adoption and application of good practice. 

• Networking opportunities with other members. 

• Active participation in the development of industry standards.

• Collaboration with other industry bodies.

• Access to all HOIS documents developed since 1999.

Benefits of HOIS membership
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HOIS programme development

November

• Strategy meeting: Asset 
owner/operator 
members/HSE/OGTC 
consider which first stage 
proposals should be 
developed to second stage

• Project review meeting

March

• Management meeting: New 
projects approved based on all 
member votes (weighted by 
membership type – asset 
owner/operator votes  3x weight of 
other members) and available 
budget

• Project review meeting

June

• Project review meeting

July - October

• HOIS members develop 
outline proposals aligned 
with their own inspection 
challenges 

December – February

• ESR and project champions 
formulate detailed proposal with 
milestones, timescales, estimated 
costs

• Proposals issues to all members 
for consideration & voting

April

• New projects start

3 HOIS meetings 

per year

Project approval process:
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• Corrosion under insulation (CUI) is a major challenge for industry 
worldwide – costs of management are in the $tn’s per annum.

• Failures associated with CUI can have severe consequences, e.g. rupture 
and fire. 

• Personnel safety implications.

• Expensive remediation.

• Costly loss of production.

• Estimated that 60% of piping failures due to CUI (source: OGA).

• CUI is difficult to manage - unpredictable “finds us before we find it”.

• For one UK facility alone, the annual maintenance cost is more than $10 
million.

HOIS Key theme: CUI
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• Traditionally, asset owners have relied on rolling programmes for removal of 
insulation, close visual inspection (CVI), remediation and re-insulation.  

• Costly (access and scale of activity).

• High costs and resource requirements can drive reductions in coverage and extended 
intervals. Risks not always adequately addressed, leaks still occur with CVI based 
management.

• Often no corrosion found (unnecessary cost?).

• NDT applied externally to highlight areas of concern can be more cost-effective, 
but performance needs to be understood.

• Lack of independently validated information on detection and sizing performance.

• Strategies defining appropriate inspection frequencies and coverage/locations are not yet 
fully developed.

• What areas of corrosion can NDT find and what will they miss?

NDT for CUI
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HOIS/OGTC CUI trials



• Analysis to understand inspection performance of different NDT 

methods:

• Probability of detection (POD) – what do they find and what do they 

miss?

• How many false calls?

• Are there substantive differences between the various methods?

• Scanning speed/coverage rates.

• Applicability to elbows and supports.

• Quantify effects of insulation thickness, cladding type, wall thickness 
etc.

Results from CUI trials
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• Summarises available NDT with performance and reliability information 
from trial results.

• Guidance on application of methods – factors to consider.

• Usage of NDT within a strategy for CUI integrity management. 

• Case studies provided by HOIS members.

HOIS/OGTC guidance for CUI

Guided wave 
testing

PEC



• Scabs form on uninsulated pipes with external corrosion.

• Hazardous to remove scabs from live lines.

• How to estimate the remaining wall thickness under a 
scab?

• Options include:
• Wait for shutdown, isolate and remove by blasting.

• Use advanced NDT.

• Estimate wall loss from height of scab and other characteristics.

HOIS key theme: 
External corrosion (scabs)
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• Detailed information on 
available NDT methods for in-
service determination of 
minimum remaining ligament.

• Trial results informing 
recommendations for 
inspection methods.

• Scab height correlating to wall 
loss – rule of thumb assuming 
good evidence that corrosion 
product not been lost?

External corrosion scabs:
Trial based guidance for inspection
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Method
Pipe 

OD
Pipe WT

Complex 

geometry 

applicability

Vessel 

applicability

Highly 

localised 

pitting

Sizing accuracy 

from HOIS trials 

Other constraints 

Visual/Scab 

height
Any Any High Y N Low

Scab height to wall loss ratio widely 

varies. 

Dual 

frequency 

Eddy 

currents

≥ 1" ≥ 3mm Medium Y N Medium 

Need to maintain a constant offset 

between the probe and the 

component surface. Variations in 

magnetic properties of scab material. 

Multi-skip/M-

skip® ≥4" ~ 15 – 30mm Low Y N High

Scab extent < 18WT; adequate 

surface condition around scab 

needed for UT probes

PEC ≥ 2" 3 – 16mm 4 Medium Y TBC Medium 
Magnetic properties of scab material, 

morphology of corrosion

QSR1
8” -

24”
6-13mm Low N N High

At least 120° of good material 

needed at same axial location as 

scab, to allow scanner wheels and 

probes to be in contact with the pipe 

surface

Radiography 

(tangential)

For Ir192, max 

penetrated steel 

thickness <80mm –

see also Figure 8-1.

High N N Medium 
Ionising radiation hazard, 

morphology of the corrosion



• Four different integrity management approaches:
• Demonstration of absence of corrosion.

• Fast screening (fast but high POD of significantly corroded supports).

• Screening (semi-quantitative).

• Quantitative assessment of remaining wall thickness.

• HOIS project addresses inspection capabilities and includes the largest 
industry programme of evaluation of NDT for CUPS.

• Blind trial programme 2012-2018.

HOIS key theme: Corrosion 
under pipe supports ( CUPS)
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CUPS – the NDT challenge

Varying circumferential extents 
depending on support type 

and other factors.

Axial extents can be highly 
variable with localised pitting 

superimposed on general wall 
loss.
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• Digital radiography.

• Guided wave methods:
• EMAT generated circumferential 

beams.

• Use of amplitude for sizing.

• More sophisticated analysis 
approaches.

• Ultrasonic angled beam bulk wave 
methods:

• Piezo electric probes on wedges.

• Circumferential and/or axial beams.

• Amplitude or arrival time for sizing.

HOIS CUPS trials – NDT 
methods assessed
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Indicative applicability plot for quantitative 
CUPS NDT methods

Also other caveats and 
limitations e.g.

• Surface condition.

• Support geometry

• Morphology of CUPS, 
especially fine pitting.
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• Project expanded due to additional OGTC funding 
for trial phase.

• Risk of failure at or within trunnions on aging assets 
is increasingly recognised. 

• Project has performed blind trials of NDT techniques 
to identify/characterise/quantify corrosion within 
trunnions.

• Developed guidance document for management and 
inspection of trunnion pipe supports:

• Case studies – key learning points.

• Inspection techniques with the strengths and limitations of each.

• Trunnion design to mitigate risk .

Trunnion pipe supports
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• Trial results lead to further reviews of some of the techniques

• Want to understand why performance may not match 
expectations.  

• Test samples usually kept blind to allow further comparative 
trials.

• Follow up to assist improvements based on a stronger 
understanding of actual performance:

• Physics of the method?

• Application method?

• Human factors?

What follows trials and guidance?
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• Substantial benefits of performing NII 
instead of conventional intrusive visual 
inspection:

• Safety (no confined space entry).

• Financial – increased production time and 
lower maintenance costs.

• Robust NII requires a different approach to 
internal visual inspection (IVI) – a 
framework to improve confidence in the 
process.

• Recognised by HOIS as a key area in 
early 2000s

Key theme: Non Intrusive 
Inspection (NII)
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History of NII Recommended Practice
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Pre 2000

• NII being applied to high value cases.

• Inspection design concepts from Nuclear Industry being introduced.

2000-
2006

• HOIS development of NII Guidelines (driven by Operator Members and UK HSE).

• Mitsu-Babcock Group sponsored project (GSP 235) outputs shared and included in HOIS development.

• Pilot projects (ESR Technology with ConocoPhillips and Marathon) followed by wider application by limited number of operators.

2007

• HOIS Guidelines published as DNV-RP-G103.

• Wider industry uptake.

2007-
2010

• Extensive application with early adopters working in the North Sea.

• Experience in field leads to revision of RP.

2011
• Second revision published which includes option for deferment and has evaluation requirements specified.

2011-
2017

• NII beginning to be used by most major operators with application of the RP in Norway, Australia and Middle East and wider onshore application (gas plants and refineries).

• Development and issue of HOIS RP on Statistical Analysis of Inspection Data.

• Operators building internal NII systems and processes. Setting targets around use of NII.

2017-
2019

• OGTC support for greater industry uptake of NII.

• Greater experience and demand for NII leads to further revision of RP.

• Design for through life NII being considered in new projects.

2020

• Third revision published through HOIS as HOIS-RP-103 with simplified application and clarification of requirements.

• Supporting Guidance Notes produced by HOIS with OGTC support published as HOIS G 103.



Assessment

•Review process, history, 
and risks.

•Determine suitability, 
coverage, techniques, 
and locations.

Work Scope

•Provide inspection 
instructions, locations, 
reporting requirements 
etc.

Inspection

•Inspect to work scope 
and additional if 
required.

•Report results showing 
locations and coverage 
achieved, anomalies 
found, minimums etc.

Evaluation

•Review conformance to 
work scope.

•Analyse results, trend 
data, and calculate 
corrosion rates (if 
required).

•Confirm/update RBI and 
recommend actions.

Recommended practice for NII of 
pressure vessels: HOIS-RP-103

Latest version, fully updated and revised, launched February 2020

Download from www.hoispublications.com
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• Launched at same time as updated RP

• Produced with OGTC support

• Aim: To familiarise RP user with key 
elements of the RP to promote effective 
application of the NII process.

HOIS/OGTC Guidance notes: 
HOIS-G-103

Freely publicly available from 
www.hoispublications.com
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Other HOIS projects related to NII

Flange face corrosionNII of CRA clad vessels IVI vs NII projectUltrasonic NDT for NII at 

elevated temperatures
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• HOIS has experience in remote visual inspection (RVI) 
through a project covering guidance for UAV based 
external RVI applications.

• Growing interest in RVI and other techniques that can be 
remotely deployed for internal inspection of pressure 
vessels.

• New project: Remote internal inspection for pressure 
vessels.

• Addressing lack of formalised guidelines covering planning, 
implementation and evaluation.

• Improving industry confidence in application of RII.

Remote internal inspection (RII)
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• Project aims to develop a Recommended 
Practice for RII.

• Two year programme started in April 2020.

• Approach largely based on HOIS-RP-103.

• Recognises RII can be complementary to NII

• Project includes trials of the process and 
implementation.

• Trials will be on one of the fully benchmarked HOIS ex-
service pressure vessels used previously for IVI and NII 
trials.

• Will permit full comparison of IVI, NII and RII. 

• Collaborating with SPRINT Robotics and 
UK HSE projects

• SPRINT addressing deployment of RII (Robotics).

• HSE carrying out extensive testing of camera systems.

Recommended Practice for RII
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• Industry move towards digitalisation growing rapidly.

• Significant opportunities for improvements in efficiency 
and effectiveness of integrity and inspection activity.

• Awareness, knowledge and confidence in digitalisation 
is a constraint on uptake and operators benefiting.

• Digitalisation identified as a new HOIS key theme in 
March 2019 

• HOIS project initiated in 2019 to identify applications 
that deliver benefits and to develop guidelines assisting 
operators with implementation.

HOIS key theme: Digitalisation 
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HOIS Digital Agenda

Technical focus

• Digital twins

• Data processes

• Data quality

• Inspection and monitoring 
technology

Applications

• Inspection requirements

• Selection of inspection 
techniques

• Inspection strategy 
optimisation

• Evaluation of results

Forum and information 
exchange

• Information exchange

• Digitalisation Forum (HDF)

• Digitalisation working group 
(HDWG)

•Highlight key projects

•Networking

• Updates

Validation

• Inspection technology

• Analysis methods

• Machine learning 

• Predictive models

Guidance

• Recommended Practices

• Guidance notes



Current HOIS projects

• Assessment of NDT techniques for heat exchanger tubing inspection.

• Optimisation of PEC Technique for CUI – by open trials and modelling.

• Corrosion mapping for small bore pipework.

• SCC and chloride pitting in uncoated stainless steel piping.

• Development of an RII RP for unmanned pressure vessel IVI (akin to HOIS-RP-103).

• HOIS Inspection Manual – a summary of key points from selected recent HOIS guidance & RPs.

• Determination of remaining thickness under external corrosion scabs: Scab characteristics & 

advanced NDT methods.

• Digitalisation.

• Ultrasonic NDT for NII at Elevated Temperatures. 

• Flange face corrosion RP: Update and extension to include RTJ flange.
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• Expand activity to include Energy (e.g. power generation) and related 
processing/refining and chemical industries more widely – many shared challenges

• Extend the global footprint 
• Membership and presence in Energy hubs 

• Presence in growth zones with new operations and emerging challenges

• Develop ability to carry out independent blind trials at several locations worldwide, 
initial targets:

• North America (Houston)

• Australia/SEA (Perth)

• Building collaboration with related bodies

The future for HOIS
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Two membership types:

• Currently 38 members

• Two membership types:

• Asset owner/operator: £33k per annum

• Inspection service/vendor company: 
£11k per annum

• Subscription year is 1 April – 31 March

• All HOIS members sign same 
membership agreement

• New members commit to 3 years’ 
membership to avoid up-front joining fee

Membership provides:

• Invitation to 3 technical project review 
meetings a year (Nov, Mar and June)

• Additional more focussed meetings on 
specific projects as and when needed

• Technical programme and strategy 
determined entirely by members, so all 
projects aligned with member priorities

• Access to all confidential deliverables 
generated since 1999 via 
username/password protected website

• Networking and knowledge sharing

How to join
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• HOIS strategy and project programme determined entirely by the HOIS members.

• HOIS develops industry leading trial-based guidance. In 2020 have delivered 
guidance on:

• NII of pressure vessels: HOIS-RP-103  and guidance notes HOIS-G-103,  February 2020.

• In-situ inspection of corrosion under insulation – March 2020.

• Inspection of uninsulated external corrosions scabs – March 2020.

• Trunnion pipe support – October 2020.

• Current active projects include:
• External corrosion scab characteristics & advanced NDT methods.

• NII at elevated temperatures.

• Heat exchanger tube inspection.

• Flange face corrosion.

• Remote digital visual inspection.

Summary
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• Find out more about other active projects here:  www.hois.co.uk

• Online article sharing recent project highlights.

• All HOIS deliverables resulting from work supported by matched funding from 
OGTC and other documents approved by HOIS members for release are freely 
publicly available from:  www.hoispublications.com

• Follow HOIS and ESR Technology on LinkedIn for regular updates.

Where to find out more
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